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Next Run No: 1883
Date: Monday 29th August 2016
Start: Postbridge Car Park
On Down: The Prince of Wales, Princetown
Hares: Ginger Rogers
Scribe: Theo Brown
Well this is certainly something I wasn't expecting to do this week - as well as the usual continuing
to establish world peace, nip out to Rio to compete and receive my gold medal, save cute kittens
from unimaginable horrors and put the washing out I've also had to write a hash mag. I'll have to
have a word with this year's committee - useless they are. I blame the GM myself.
And whilst I'm having a massive whinge can I remind hares that they are responsible for ensuring
that all hashers have paid their pound on the night. If they say they'll pay later then please chase
them for the money BEFORE handing it over to the Hash Cash. Thanks!
So, with 20 minutes to go before leaving for home, with the pub almost empty of hashers I discover
we have no scribe ... and no gossip notes. Oh well, deep breath, here goes ...
Bonsoir hashers! 45 hashers gathered at Chez Westlake's country estate to once again get over
familiar with the woods, quarries and fields of Alder Farm. It was a stunning evening with beautiful
evening light and Grandpa didn't let us down by setting a great hash which was entirely cross
country. Good to see Plain Jane after quite an absence and also Mrs Grandpa who was keeping a
close eye on the running reprobates. Two younger members were seen having a quick bounce on
a trampoline as they whizzed past ...
Back at the pub a search was made for Uncle who having told Plain Jane that she would pay her
later neglected to tell her that it would be next week!!!
Sir Slosh apparently tried to run over Dildo Baggins who for a reason only known to himself threw
himself in front of him.
Biff has been on good Biffism form lately when she told shocked onlookers that she was just going
to have a hoover downstairs. She later announced that she was "the last girl to get out of my vest"
at school to which Hot Rocks quipped "Why, who else was in there?"
Krakow and Hot Rocks two of our more long in the tooth (but not in the hair) hashers, of many
years standing, were surprised to see that the youngsters were not managing much of the long this
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evening. The length was obviously beyond them unlike our senior boys who cantered around the
run like gazelles but then had to lubricate their knees with copious amounts of beer in the pub
before they could walk to their cars.
Prat in the Hat (welcome back Prat ... for one night only) was intrigued that Grandpa had said that
the hash was set entirely on his land instead of the entirety of it!
A lovely swim was enjoyed in Grandpa's pool by K2 and Raunchy whilst the rest of us sweated our
way around the fields.
Bad Girl when asked to sum up the run waxed lyrical about a "futile loop and a river crossing".
It was noticed that Embarrister's bottom was being regularly caught on camera during the hash,
presumably Ginger Rogers had a wide lens?
Well done to Embarrister who has passed her Padi Open Water diving exam. I look forward to her
plumbing new depths!
Lost was spotted on his bike again after completing the Ride London 100 miles event the other
weekend. No-one wanted to examine his blisters however.
Biff was back from her excursion to French France dressed as a Johnnie complete with beret,
moustache, Breton top and string of onions. She did seem to have problems with her French
letters though. Vampire Slayer and Hot Rocks were presented with his and her badges to thank
them for knowing their onions ... Vampire Slayer was still reeling from someone telling her that they
"adored her melons". Apparently it was the nicest thing anyone had ever said to her.
Chopper was awarded a special moustache badge for his services to French couture.
Well done to Anal Vice (déjá vu) who had his 100 run teapot presented again but this time filled
with beer.
Congratulations as well to Pony who has completed 500 runs and was presented with a rather
lovely Danescombe Pottery plate thingy. Sturmeroid pointed out that it had cost her £500!
K2 is looking for a hare to set the run on Monday 19th September - please let her know if you can
help.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
Camping Weekend at Polzeath - Friday 2nd September to Sunday 4th September. Perfect for
walks and runs along the coast or a day on the beach surfing. Bring the family - all welcome! If
interested please see Glani and also let him know if you are interested in a surfing lesson and if
you need a wetsuit. The surfing lesson will cost approximately £10.
Quirky Quiz - 1st October 2016, Calstock Village Hall. A quiz with a difference. Tickets on sale
soon.
Right someone on the committee owes me a glass of wine ...... now where's Tampax?
Bon nuit!
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